
 ARCC president Kent Hanson 
was just arrested for speeding at 
the Sturgis motorcycle rally that was 
held in North Dakota.
 Hanson, a Harley Davidson 
enthusiast and college president on 
the side, was just too excited to be 
with his motorcycle buddies.
 “I was so excited to get to the 
rally, I completely lost track of how 
fast I was going,” said Hanson.
 Hanson then started talking 
about his tattoos. He has several on 
his back.
 “My favorite biker tattoo is the 
one that is shaped like a heart and 
says, ‘Mom.’”
 “If my mom were here today 
she would be pretty upset,” said 

Hanson, who temporarily forgot that 
he has been a college president for 
three years.
 Hanson also said he has been 
rallying college students to pledge 
him for his activities at Sturgis.
 “I had students commit $1 to me 
for every 10 miles I ride in the rally. 
I am hoping to spend the money on 
some new leather to wear when I go 
riding on my Harley,” said Hanson.
 According to Hanson if all 
students got Harleys, parking would 
be much easier at ARCC. He plans 
to have that on his agenda in his 
next college meeting.
 Hanson has been repeatedly 
cited at midnight in the ARCC 
parking lot, blasting Metallica.
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Leather, tattoos and hard rock seem to be what makes Kent Hanson tick.
By Dem Northernlights, Staff Writer

By Dr. Denominomination, Staff Writer

By Savage Clemens, Staff Writer

Here are the top five rejected 
student newspaper names. These 
great names were suggested to 
help “rebrand” our newspaper.
1. Events R Us
2. The Stink PR
3. No Sports for You
4. The Stink Poop
5. Need More Writers

How do you feel about 
the mile wide meteor 
approaching Earth?

•  “Does this mean school 
is cancelled?”
•  “Can collection 
agencies collect student 
loans in Hell?”
•  “You might say that I am 
rather burned out about it. 
Get it? Ha ha.”
•  “I’m not worried, we still 
have Bruce Willis.”
•  “Thanks God, I won’t 
be able to bomb my 
physics exam.”
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1. Dumbbells: Science textbooks provide great  arm 
worksouts when picked up at least once a semester. 
With some textbooks weighing close to ten pounds, they 
can add great resistance to a workout.
2. Looking Taller: Vertically challenged people find 
sitting on textbooks can help them see over tall people 
sitting in front of them in lecture. Taping a textbook to the 
pedals of car can also help students to reach the gas 
and brake pedal in big cars. Cars can also be disposed 
of into lakes by leaving some heavy books on the 
accelerator just like in the movies.
3. TV Stands: When a couple textbooks are not being 
read they can make the best $1000 TV stand that 
college students can afford.
4. Pillows: When late hours hit and students have put 
off a final essay, anthologies of classical stories have 
been found to feel really soft. As an added bonus, the 
ink from your textbook can leave a really artsy temporary 
tattoo on the cheek.
5. Impressing Others: Having an organic chemistry 
book can make an individual appear intelligent 
regardless of whether that person passed organic 
chemistry or even registered for the course.

6. Brake Blocks: Boats and trailers have a tendency 
to roll away. Placing a textbook in the wheel can 
prevent this.
7. Fire Starters: Purees of pulp and gasoline makes 
excellent accelerants for academic purposes. Fire tends 
to be an excellent way of getting out of an exam that one 
may not be prepared for.
8. Cricket Bats: Cricket can be an excellent form of 
entertainment. Hard covered books provide the best 
aerodynamics to serve as a good cricket bat.
9. Body Armor: Textbooks make great pads for hockey 
goalies and games of paint ball.
10. Nesting Material: Loose-leaf textbooks make 
great nests when mixed with bile. When rent gets too 
high, simply find an oak tree in a public park and begin 
construction at least 6 feet in the air. Nest made from 
textbook pages are almost like papier- mâché done by 
middle schoolers.
*Not recommended for students renting or planning on 

reselling books.

Some Alternative Uses of Those Expensive Textbooks*
By Savage Clemens, Staff Writer

 Earlier this week the Pro-Life Club conceived the 
idea to have a cupcake booth to support their club and 
get their message out to the students at ARCC.
 “It was a shock, but the idea just happened out of 
nowhere and now we are going to go through with it. 
We are excited to add this new addition to our club’s 
agenda,” said Sarah Becker of the Pro-Life Club.
 The booth was supposed to be delivered on Feb. 28, 
but right before the cupcakes were supposed to arrive 
the event was aborted.
 “The club just wasn’t ready for this event at this time. 
Once we feel our club is mature enough to take on this 
event we will re-schedule, but at this time it is not a plan 
in our near future,” said Becker. 

Pro-Life Club Aborts 
Cupcake Booth 
Cupcakes undelivered and event gets aborted 

Cupcake booth aborted after Pro-Life Club has second thoughts
Photo by Texas Crane

By Texas Crane, Staff Writer 
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 Last week, an ARCC student was reported to 
be found walking aimlessly alongside Highway 10, 
clearly distraught at his location.
 “I was walking from parking lot 4, making my 
trek to class, when suddenly I found myself lost in 
the middle of the road,” said an ARCC student who 
wishes to remain anonymous.
 He said he took a wrong turn from his car, and 
as result ended up walking the duration of the day 
searching for some sight of the campus.
 This is the tenth reported case of mislead 
ARCC students this semester, a record low 
compared to previous.
 Students are cautioned to be aware of their 
surroundings, enable the GPS on their devices, 
and to follow the strict path guidelines outlined in 
the student handbook.

 ARCC’s mascot, the Golden Ram, is reportedly 
on the loose still, after getting out of his cage 
following last month’s basketball game.
 The ram is said to be close to 300 pounds and 
painted with the school colors. He was last spotted 
in the greenhouse last night, grazing on the Intro to 
Biology’s previous lab plants.
 All faculty and students are advised not to 
approach the mascot, if encountered, due to 
possible injury from its horns. If spotted, please 
contact the local authorities or the campus police.

 Many students work full time jobs on campus 
and then they result to some unconventional ways 
of staying awake. Fitting in work, extracurricular 
activities, and classes can be a challenge for 
some students.
 “There are three parts of a balanced breakfast: 
protein, fats, and an ounce of pure Columbian,” said 
an anonymous student energetically.
 The anonymous student finds the best way to 
work three full-time jobs, pass a full load of classes, 
and take the edge off is to use massive amounts of 
cocaine to boost energy. The student’s daily routine 
can be described as hectic.
 “I started today by running 27 miles while doing 
my math homework and writing a paper all at the 
same time,” said the student.
 The student appeared to be malnourished and 
extremely active. The student averages about 40 
minutes sleep daily in order to complete their daily 
work load.
 Money can be an especially challenging for 
students to come by with massive loans required 
to pay for classes, housing, and transportation. 

Students may find themselves going to extremes to 
fit in the activities required to stay afloat financially.
 “Sometimes it is hard to tell if a debt collector 
is from the cartel or looking for my student loans,” 
stated the student.
 The student finds that paying off loans can be 
extremely difficult while trying to obtain a degree.  
To many it seems the obstacles to graduate are 
becoming more difficult to overcome.
 “It can be hard to remember why I am working 
for a degree, but then the truth hits me. You’re 
basically screwed if you don’t get a degree, while 
on the other hand, I’ll be paying student loans until 
I’m at least 107,” said the student.
 With the average college student graduating 
with nearly $30,000 of debt, according to The 
Institute for College Access and Success, this 
problem is becoming wide spread for American 
college students.
 “Oh look, say hello to my little friend!” screamed 
the student as he proceeded to sprint off to meet a 
fellow student.

Lost in Parking Lot Limbo
Ram on the Run, Campus 
Mascot Reported MIA 

Local Students Find a ‘Good Way’ to Make it Through Long Days

By Catherine Lancaster, Staff Writer

By Catherine Lancaster, Staff Writer

By Savage Clemens, Staff Writer

ARCC student find himself unable to find campus.

ARCC’s Golden Ram is currently rampaging after 
getting loose last month.

Highly energetic student discusses college survival.
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 ARCC tuition will increase by 50 percent on April 
10, 2016. The reason? To fund a new football stadium 
to be built in the main parking lot of the Coon Rapids 
campus. ARCC will send out new updated bills by email 
sometime in April or students can access the school 
website to check the changes in tuition.
 ARCC’s new press liaison, Mr. Dick Smuckmeyer, 
said that Dean Lisa Harris had a dream after watching 
the Minnesota Vikings kicker Blair Walsh miss a 27-
yard field goal in the closing seconds of the post season 
game on Jan. 27.
 Harris dreamed that ARCC could easily have a 
better football team than the Vikings. The next morning 
she signed a contract to build a football 
stadium with M.A. Mortenson Company and 
selected Populous Company to design the 
stadium. These are the same companies 
that built and designed TCF Stadium.
 When asked why build a stadium when 
ARCC does not have a football program, 
Smuckmeyer answered, “build it and they 
will come.”
 The Stink Eye went undercover and 
found people at the head office who don’t 
want to be named and they said Dean 
Harris was trying to get the NFL Rams 

to come Minnesota. The Rams went to Los Angeles 
instead. That is why the deal was signed so fast and 
now ARCC is stuck with the stadium contract.
 Smuckmeyer also said that ARCC is working with 
Nakatomi Company to pay for half of the stadium. This 
has not happened yet, because if they pay half, all 
students will need to take two Japanese classes.
 When asked where the stadium will go because of 
the lack of space and land at school, Smuckermeyer said, 
“There is plenty of space at the campus. They will use 
half the parking lot and use buses to bring students in. 
They will be able to park and ride off of Coon Rapids Blvd. 
and 610. The buses will pick up students every hour.”

Tuition Rises, Fifty Percent 
Forthcoming tuition increase to effect all students at ARCC 
By Down N. Out, Staff Writer 

•  Campus security removes nest of gamers from 
Student Center. The students had reportedly 
been living in an enclosure constructed of fast 
food wrappers, Magic the Gathering booster pack 
packaging, and solidified human sweat. They were 
reported as having glazed over eyes from days of 
nonstop viewing of anime.
•  The fire department was called after chemistry 
students burned down a lab after attempting to do 
some “cool shit” with fire.
•  Paramedics arrived after a janitor was impaled 
by a mop sometime in the late evening. A group 
of maintenance workers have reportedly been 
participating in jousting competitions.

•  A student went into diabetic ketoacidosis after 
drinking a large cooler of energy drink infused coffee. 
The student had reportedly put off a term paper until 
the night before the deadline. The student’s blood 
was reported as thicker than molasses.
•  Two students described as “hipsters” engaged in 
hand to hand combat over a reported dispute over 
a musical group. One student reportedly called the 
other’s musical taste to be “a bunch of mainstream 
sellouts.” The other proceeded to strangle the other 
with their scarf.

Campus Security Report
April 1, 2016
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 Jason Gradfast has done it. The report has just 
been released. Gradfast traveled through time and has 
managed to obtain a four-year degree in just six days.
 Gradfast said he would have done it in three if it 
wasn’t for the spinner 
getting stuck on his 
“nifty” time travel 
necklace he acquired 
from Hermoine Granger. 
He said it took two days 
to get the tree sap off it 
(from a tree he ran into) 
and get it working again.
 “Then I was able to 
complete my schooling 
in just a few more 
days than I originally 
planned,” said Gradfast, 
a 16-year-old PSEO 
student from Anoka 
High School.
 According to 
Gradfast, it wasn’t that 
big of a deal. Anybody 
could get a degree 
in Nuclear Physical 
Engineering like he has 
done. He feels he owes 
everything to Granger 
who gave him the time 
travel necklace on his 
fifteenth birthday.
 “Yah, she just 
mysteriously showed up 
in some black robes and 
handed me this little box. 
In a brilliant English accent, she instructed me ‘Use this 
wisely, mate,’ then she grabbed onto what looked like a 
boot, spun and vanished,” said Gradfast.
 It wasn’t until his friend Ed Stashabook, at the party, 
brought out a tattered copy from his car of “The Prisoner 
of Azkaban” that he realized what Granger had intended 
him to do with the necklace. The minute he connected 
the dots he knew he would get his schooling done by his 
sixteenth birthday.
 “I just put on the necklace, twisted it a little and it 
was an amazing experience,” said Gradfast.
 His favorite part was getting his books at the 

bookstore. Instead of waiting in the super long lines he 
just projected himself into the future of the semester 
when nobody was there and got all his books.
 “It was divine,” said Gradfast.

 Gradfast said that studying 
was great too as he went back 
and actually talked with many 
great nuclear physicists.
 Gradfast said it was 
amazing talking to Henry 
Becquerel back in 1896, 
the man who discovered 
radioactivity. He was able to 
give Gradfast some great tips 
for all his tests. Then he met 
Maria Curie after that.
 “But my all time favorite 
was when I dropped in around 
1905 on Albert Einstein who 
was formulating the idea of 
mass-energy equivalence. I 
even brought all my flashcards 
out with him and we went 
over all my test questions,” 
said Gradfast.
 Gradfast said he knew 
he could have cheated on all 
his tests by using the spinner 
necklace to go into the future.
 “I am kind of old 
fashioned and instead I believe 
in doing things the honest 
way,” said Gradfast.
 Gradfast completed his 
degree on March 26 and 

though he claims to recently have misplaced his time 
traveling spinner necklace, he said he is moving forward 
with ease.
 “I plan to start my own company and do something 
great with nuclear fusion,” said Gradfast. 
 Gradfast said doing his schooling in six days was 
really exhilarating and he hopes to find the spinner 
necklace soon so he can get his masters degree in a 
half hour.
 “I am determined that I indeed will be the only 
17-year-old in the world who eventually obtains a 
doctorate in just 15 minutes or less. The future awaits,” 
said Gradfast.

PSEO Student Gets Four-Year Degree in Six Days
Student travels through time and space to get Engineering degree.
By JK Bowling, Staff Writer
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 ARCC announced a new campaign targeted 
toward increasing student enrollment and hired 
Dr. Klick Bates as the new 
marketing director on April 1.
 “In my years of working 
for Buzzfeed, I’ve created 
several techniques for 
getting a reader’s attention,” 
said Bates.
 Bates was hired after 
ARCC’s enrollment numbers 
dropped significantly over 
the last two years.
 “We surveyed the student population and found 
that students were bored with the idea of furthering 
their education, and so to increase awareness of 
the benefits of higher education, we are trying a 

new campaign for increasing enrollment,” said Dr. 
Kent Hanson, ARCC’s president.

 New ARCC listicles 
include: “You won’t believe 
the jobs that students 
are getting with their 
Associates Degree,” “Hiring 
Managers HATE him! See 
how one student can get 
hired anywhere” and “10 
reasons why Trump HATES 
college students.”
 ARCC sent these 

messages to high school students in a spring mailer 
to get their attention.
 “I can’t believe our enrollment numbers after this 
new campaign. It’s ridiculous,” Dr. Bates said.

Students Have Many Words, New Marketing Campaign
ARCC’s marketing department hires Buzzfeed writers to increase enrollment. 
By R.U. Entartaned, Staff Writer 

 With the flood of new clubs at the ARCC 
Cambridge Campus, there has been some trouble 
getting them all up and running. In order to manage 
this influx, a new club has been formed and 
approved by the student senate to help manage 
other clubs. This club helps new clubs that don’t 
have budgets to work with, to advertise and attract 
new membership and get a presence on campus.

 They’re 
excited to 
have an 
opportunity 
to bolster 
the ranks of 
the current 
22 clubs 
on campus 
so far and 
have high 
hopes to 
continue the 

ongoing success 
of the club scene.
 When asked 
whether the 
student life 
budget could 
sustain these 
new student 
organizations, 
a representative who wished to remain unnamed 
replied with, “Meh, it’s not our problem.”
 Since its formation, the New Club Club has 
already received requests for support from three 
other clubs seeking to gain official status. They’ve 
got plans in the works for all sorts of posters, events 
and trips to bring in the huddled masses who don’t 
yet know how much they need to be a part of these 
new organizations.
 If you’re interested in joining this enterprising 
new club, then remember to keep an eye out for 
info on the latest club to join our campus.

‘New Club’ Club Recruiting Members
New Club Club created to manage other clubs.
By Alex Bender, Ryan Schaal and Ashley Olson, Staff Writers

Watch the campus clubs listing by the Ping-Pong 
table for notifications about new clubs on campus.
Photo by Ryan Schaal

The student life bulletin board is quickly filling 
up with announcements about new clubs.
Photo by Ryan Schaal
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 “Due to excessive profanity, noise complaints, 
overall rowdiness, and low test scores, we are 
implementing new rules for the Ping-Pong table,” 
said the coordinator for student free time, Dr. 
William Olson, as he posted the new rules on the 
wall by the table.
 These new rules, which took effect on Feb. 23, 
came as a shock to ARCC Cambridge campus 
students, who are accustomed to using the Ping-
Pong table without guidelines.
 The first new rule limits playing time to times 
before and after classes, which means that the 
table will only be available between 7-8 a.m. and 
8:40-9 p.m. In addition, games may not exceed 
eight minutes in length. There will be a one game 
per person, per day expectation.
 In addition to strict time guidelines, students will 
now face monetary penalties for misbehavior at the 
Ping-Pong table. Students who lose a Ping-Pong 
ball will be charged $2 and will be required to write 

an apology letter to the campus’s custodial team. 
Students who break a paddle will be expelled. All 
students, regardless of behavior, will be charged $2 
per game.
 Only school-issued Ping-Pong balls and paddles 
will be allowed and students will not be allowed to 
provide their own. Once the Ping-Pong balls are all 
lost or misplaced, there will be no more Ping-Pong 
on campus.
Students are understandably upset about the rules.
 “I lost five balls last semester. Does that mean 
that I retroactively owe the school $25?” said one 
student, who wishes to remain anonymous.
 Although students are angry about the new 
rules, the college hopes that the rules will help 
students to focus on their studies instead of on 
having fun. The rules went into place 10 days ago 
and grades on campus have already increased by 
two percent.

Ping-Pong Rules Agitate Students
New rules to take effect at ARCC Cambridge campus.

An angry Ping-Pong player 
notices the new rules.

The new rules for the Ping-
Pong table are on display. 

School-issued paddles, 
such as these, are the 
only paddles allowed 
for playing at the ARCC 
Cambridge campus.

By Kelly Waller, Jade Newman and Shelby Bosell, Staff Writers
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